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Old tire rims are the corner stone of any self-respecting scrapyard! Have you ever wondered what
happens to the tens of millions of old car rims? Most of them get melted and recycled, but lots of
them rust quietly in the shadows, doing nothing important, wasting their second lives and serving no
practical purpose. And that’s not cool in my book.

As a hard-core prepper with the proper mindset, I cannot stop thinking about the myriad of useful
things you can do using old tire rims. Have you ever asked yourself what can be built using tire rims
as building blocks? For a couple of the projects, you may have to learn how to weld, but that’s too not
bad; learning new skills as you go is always a good thing. Today’s article will focus on a few smart
ways to repurpose old tire rims.

To begin, let’s talk about something simple and useful so you won’t get discouraged. How about
DIYing a nice wood stove using old tire rims?

{adinserter backyardliberty}This is a fairly easy and pretty straight forward project, perfect for our
first episode in the “How to repurpose Tire Rims” article. To build a stove, all you need is a couple of
old tire rims and a welder. You can always borrow what you need from a friend if you don’t already
have it in your garage.

Oh, and you must know how to weld stuff, but don’t worry; what we’re dealing with here is a simple
welding project, so it’s a good project for your first lesson in welding. Consider it a crash-course. 
Learning new skills is the salt and pepper of a prepper’s life, right?

Anyway, here’s a video with an old-school dude explaining in detail what’s up with welders, old tire
rims and old whiskey (after the job is complete, obviously. Don’t drink and weld kids!).

Video first seen on The Poultry People

The principle behind building a wood stove from tire rims is to weld two of them together, creating
something that looks like a…well, stove and after that to cut a small hole in the side for feeding it with
chopped wood. That’s basically all there is to it.

The end result looks pretty cool, rustic even, and it’s 100% functional; you may use it when you have
to work outside in the cold and what not, or even for barbecues if you’re handy enough to put some
handles on it. The guy in the video did it and at the end he even fried some bacon strips to celebrate
victory with his cat.

The second project obviously includes old tire rims and fire, because fires outdoors are as cool as it
gets. Enter the rim fire pit, also known as “how to build a fire pit using old tire rims”. The general idea
is to take two truck rims and weld them together in a fire pit form.

Here’s the video which explains it better than I could possibly ever do it; you know that  a picture is
worth a thousand words. Well, a YouTube video is worth a thousand pictures. Essentially, the rim fire
pit is filled with wood and coal and set afire.
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Video first seen on Big Jerms Garage

Project number three is fire-free, finally. I didn’t mean it to rhyme, just take it as a bonus. And not
only is it fire free, but it doesn’t include welding or other difficult skills. I almost forgot, this is also
beautiful! So, the idea is to recycle old tractor rims - the rustier the better - and use them as planters.

Basically, you recycle old, rusty rims into something beautiful. All you have to do is fill them with
earth and grow plants inside. Your garden will definitely appreciate the rim-input. Just take a look
below; there are a couple of pictures depicting the tire-rim garden. It’s a really cool project that
doesn’t take much time or effort.

Source: Home Talk

The next project is again about an EPIC fire pit using something that resembles a tire rim but it could
just as well be a Sauron’s ring. What I can tell you definitely about the structure is that it certainly
looks like a giant tire rim, but I can’t vouch for that; it may well be just a huge metal ring of mysterious
origin.

At any rate, these folks did a helluva job building an awesome fire pit in their backyard. They used the
metal rim-like object to contain the fire so it doesn’t spread around in the dry grass on their property.
Also, they built a sort of brick wall around the metal ring to prevent burning accidents and things like
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that.
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Source: Bower Power Blog

Just check out the pictures and you’ll understand what I’m talking about. If you think I am off topic
with this story, just give me a little latitude. You don’t have to build a GIANT pit like the folks with the
aforementioned blog. You can just use a regular old tire rim, as big as it gets, and build your own fire
pit, but on a smaller scale.

It will certainly look awesome in your backyard and you’ll have a nice story to tell to your kids or to
your neighbor’s kids. Or maybe to your cat; I’m not judging and note that the dude in the first DIY
project was talking to his cat throughout the whole episode. I don’t have a problem with cats. They’re
good listeners and they love bacon, like yours truly. Bottom line, I found the end result outstanding,
so check it out for yourself.

Here comes project number five which involves bike tire rims, trellis and lots of beauty. And cats
again! Just take a look below and see how to transform your already beautiful garden into a unique
work of art. You can create an outstandingly beautiful garden with just a couple of out-of-service
bicycle wheels and a little bit of elbow grease.
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Source: The Family Chapters

The end result will be a handy trellis for your garden. Besides its practical purpose, this fairly easy and
straight forward DIY project may involve your kids and is a great way to introduce them to the art of
recycling, not to mention instilling in them the love for all things that grow such as veggies, herbs and
flowers.

Project number six and the last of the bunch turns old tire rims into works of art. I mean, just take a
look at these pictures and you’ll see what you can do in your spare time if you have the eyes and the
hands of an artist and loads of imagination.
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Source: iCreative Ideas

These guys transformed old, rusty tire rims into beautiful planters by painting them and DIYing
afterwards a mosaic job on them. The end result is simply magnificent; an exercise in simple art or
whatever you happen to be into. The impact of these DIY tire-rim planters in your garden will be
ravishing to your friends, believe me.

And that concludes our show for now. I hope you had as much fun as yours truly, and stay tuned for
more DIY projects!
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If you have other  ideas about how to smartly re-use old tire rims, feel free to comment in the
dedicated section below. I’d love to hear them.

This article has been written by Chris Black for Survivopedia. 
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